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ABSTRACT

Quiescent prominences host a large range of flows, many driven by buoyancy, which lead to velocity shear. The presence of these shear
flows could bend and stretch the magnetic field resulting in the formation of current sheets which can lead to magnetic reconnection.
Though this has been hypothesised to occur in prominences, with some observations that are suggestive of this process, clear evidence
has been lacking. In this paper we present observations performed on June 30, 2015 using the Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph
Si iv and Mg ii slit-jaw imagers of two bi-directional jets that occur inside the body of the prominence. Such jets are highly consistent
with what would be expected from magnetic reconnection theory. Using this observation, we estimate that the prominence under
study has an ambient field strength in the range of 4.5−9.2 G with ‘turbulent’ field strengths of 1 G. Our results highlight the ability
of gravity-driven flows to stretch and fold the magnetic field of the prominence, implying that locally, the quiescent prominence field
can be far from a static, force-free magnetic field.

Key words. magnetic reconnection – magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) – Sun: filaments, prominences – Sun: magnetic fields

1. Introduction

Quiescent prominences are cool, dense clouds of plasma that
form in the hot solar corona. On their largest scale, quiescent
prominences can be very stable, existing in the corona for weeks.
However, they play host to a large range of flow dynamics over
a wide range of spatial and temporal scales including downflows
and vortices (e.g. Engvold 1981; Kubota & Uesugi 1986; Liggett
& Zirin 1984).

The launch of the Hinode satellite (Kosugi et al. 2007) with
the Solar Optical Telescope (SOT; Tsuneta et al. 2008) shed new
light on the dynamics of prominence material. Most notable of
this is examples of plumes, originally observed by Stellmacher
& Wiehr (1973) and rediscovered by Berger et al. (2008) and de
Toma et al. (2008), which are thought to be created through the
magnetic Rayleigh-Taylor instability (Berger et al. 2008, 2010;
Ryutova et al. 2010; Hillier et al. 2012a; Hillier 2018). It is not
just upflows that have been observed in prominences, but also
supersonic (∼10−20 km s−1) downflows that can be seen to fall
downwards in the plane-of-sky (e.g. Berger et al. 2008; Chae
2010). Schmieder et al. (2010) used Doppler measurements of
prominence flows combined with plane-of-sky velocities and
concluded that the observed downflows are possibly just the pro-
jection of flows along the magnetic field, which would imply
that at least some of the observed downflows would result from
the accretion of cool material into the prominence. The observed
dynamic motions have been found to be important for the excita-
tion of turbulence in prominences (Leonardis et al. 2012; Freed
et al. 2016; Hillier et al. 2017).

Further developments in the study of prominences have been
made with the New Vacuum Solar Telescope (NVST, Liu et al.

? Movies are available at https://www.aanda.org

2014). The use of NVST observations has allowed a further look
at the dynamic motions in prominences, showing new informa-
tion on upflows (Shen et al. 2015) and the development of vor-
tices (Li et al. 2018) in prominences. Using data from NVST,
Bi et al. (2020) present observations of knots, finding that the
majority descended downwards across the horizontal magnetic
field, and they conjecture that the Alfvén waves these motions
would excite could contribute to the heating of the corona near
the prominence.

In a quiescent prominence, the characteristic tempera-
tures (∼104 K), densities (∼10−13 g cm−3), and magnetic field
strengths (3−10 G) produce a low plasma β environment
(Tandberg-Hanssen 1995). This can lead to the misconception
that only the Lorentz force can be important for driving the
observed dynamic motions. However, to explain how flows
develop it is important to understand that the ratio between grav-
ity and magnetic tension (Hillier 2018), which can be of order
1 in quiescent prominences (Hinode Review Team 2019), is the
key determining factor in whether the prominence material can
become dynamic.

The existence of the observed flows could work to distort
the magnetic field of the prominence leading to current sheet
formation, and with it magnetic reconnection. There have been
a number of examples reported of flows in prominences that
are hypothesised to be driven by magnetic reconnection. Chae
(2010) presented observations of prominence knots that travelled
downward in the prominence at speeds of ∼10 km s−1. They con-
jectured these were caused by reconnection in a setting similar
to that proposed by Petrie & Low (2005), where differences in
the curvature of the supporting magnetic field result in current
sheet formation, leading to reconnection that breaks the force-
balance resulting in downflows. A similar dynamic was found in
the simulations of Hillier et al. (2012b), where downflows were
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Fig. 1. Log intensity image of the prominence seen on 30 June 2015 in the IRIS slitjaw (a) Mg ii and (b) Si iv broadband imagers. The yellow box
shows the region shown in Fig. 2. The vertical white line shows the position of the IRIS slit.

caused by reconnection in current sheets, and developed slow-
mode MHD shocks that pulled down the magnetic field as the
plasma fell. Hillier et al. (2011) used Hinode SOT to analyse
upward ejections from the top of a quiescent prominence, find-
ing them to be impulsively ejected at supersonic speeds, with the
authors proposing reconnection as the acceleration mechanism
for the plasma blobs due to their supersonic ejection speeds. On
a larger scale, Mishra et al. (2020) present observations of vor-
tical motions that led to the global separation of a prominence
resulting in magnetic reconnection to occur. A clear signature of
magnetic reconnection occurring in prominences would be the
presence of bi-directional ejections. However, these observations
are still lacking.

The Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS; De
Pontieu et al. 2014) provides spectra and images of the cool
chromospheric plasma observed in prominences with high spa-
tial (0.33−0.4′′), spectral (down to 1−2 km s−1) and temporal
resolution (down to 1−2 s), making it a powerful instrument
in the investigation of prominence dynamics (e.g. Schmieder
et al. 2014). Okamoto et al. (2016) use IRIS spectra and slit-
jaw images to determine the 3D velocity field of motions in a
prominence, revealing the helical structure of that prominence’s
magnetic field. Though in a separate observation, what appears
to be helical motion of prominence material could be under-
stood as motion parallel to the solar surface that appeared heli-
cal when projected onto a 2D plane (Schmieder et al. 2017).
Hillier & Polito (2018) discovered the formation of the Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability driven by the complex flows found in the
body of a prominence using IRIS slit-jaw images. These obser-
vations complement the dynamic nature of prominences found
in simulations of small-scale prominence dynamics inside a
large prominence body (Xia & Keppens 2016a,b; Kaneko &
Yokoyama 2018).

In this paper we analyse a highly dynamic region of a qui-
escent prominence observed by IRIS. We find two examples of
a bi-directional ejection that we interpret as the observational
signature of small-scale reconnection jets in the prominence. In
conjunction with this observational evidence of reconnection, we
provide theoretical arguments to aid our interpretation.

2. Observations

Since its launch in 2013, IRIS has provided an unprecedented
view of the solar chromosphere and transition region thanks to its
unique design which includes: a dual-range spectrograph (SG)
in the far-ultraviolet (FUV; 1332−1407 Å) and near-ultraviolet
(NUV; 2783−2835 Å) observing spectra and continuum at high
spatial (0.33−0.4′′) and spectral resolution (13 mÅ−26 mÅ); a
slit-jaw imager (SJI), providing high resolution (0.167′′ pix−1)
images in four passbands centred around 1330 Å, 1400 Å,
2796 Å and 2830 Å.

A prominence was observed with IRIS on the south-east limb
of the Sun on June 30, 2015 between 6:57 UT and 11:20 UT
during three sit and stare studies with gaps of around 10 min in
between. These studies include SJI images in the 1400 Å, 1330 Å
and 2796 Å filters, with a cadence of ∼96 s, and a sequence
of sit and stare spectral rasters with a cadence of ∼30 s. This
prominence presents many interesting dynamic features, some
of which were previously presented in Hillier & Polito (2018),
and we investigate one of particular interest.

Figure 1 shows an image of the prominence at 09:21 UT as
observed in the 2796 Å filter, dominated by emission from the
chromospheric Mg ii k/h lines formed at log(T [K]) ∼ 3.7−4.2,
and in the 1400 Å filter, dominated by emission from the transi-
tion region Si iv line formed at log(T [K]) ∼ 4.9. The image is in
log-intensity scale and the vertical white line overplotted on the
image indicates the position of the IRIS spectrograph slit during
the observations. Unfortunately, the dynamics presented here are
not cospatial with the spectrograph slit and therefore we do not
have spectra through which we could determine the line-of-sight
velocity component of the dynamic features. Finally, the yellow
box in Fig. 1 shows the region displayed in Fig. 2, as described
in Sect. 3.1.

3. Observations of Bi-directional ejections

Figures 2 and 3 show the two events in the prominence we study.
The first dynamic event that we focus on occurs in the boxed
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09:31:02UT
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Fig. 2. Closeup of the dynamic region at 09:31 UT (we note that the images in the figure have been rotated to set gravity to be in the downward
direction). Panel a: Mg ii intensity and panel b: Si iv intensity. The white box marks the area used in Fig. 4. The dark line shows the position of
the IRIS slit. See online movie of this figure.
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Fig. 3. Closeup of the second dynamic region at 10:58 UT (we note that the images in the figure have been rotated to set gravity to be in the
downward direction). Panel a: Mg ii intensity and panel b: Si iv intensity. The white box marks the area used in Fig. 7. The dark line shows the
position of the IRIS slit. See online movie of this figure.

region shown in Fig. 2, which is an image of the region of interest
shown in Fig. 1 taken at 09:31 UT. The dynamic features we
analyse are bi-directional ejections from a prominence thread.
The observations presented for this event start at 09:13 UT and
continue over approximately 30 min. We note that the image in
panel b of Fig. 2 has been enhanced with an unsharped mask to
show the features more clearly.

In the same prominence, a second event presenting similar
dynamical features, that is bi-directional ejections was observed.
That is to say we see ejections in directions that are roughly anti-
parallel as observed in the plane-of-sky from the same position
in the prominence. Figure 3 gives the position in the prominence
where this event takes place. The observations presented for this
event start at 10:15 UT and continue over approximately 65 min.

3.1. Observational analysis of event 1

We first focus on event 1. Figure 4 shows the formation of a
plasma sheet which then releases bi-directional ejections along
the direction of its axis. The images in each panel of this figure
are taken from the white box in Fig. 2. The arrows and lines are
used to highlight the important features. A simple description of
the temporal evolution is as follows. Firstly, there is a complex
interaction between downflows and upflows (a – see movie of
Fig. 2). This leads to the development of a thin sheet structure
(b). From this sheet structure there are multiple ejections in both
directions along the sheet (c, d, e, f, g, h). The sheet intensity
dims between ejections marked g and h (j). These dynamics can
also be seen in the movie of panel a of Fig. 2. The dashed lines
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Fig. 4. Multiple snapshots in sequence between 09:13:30 and 09:43:47 of the boxed region shown in Fig. 2. The arrows (marked with letters)
highlight various dynamics. (a) Direction of the up and down flows in the prominence. (b) The lines delineate the plasma sheet that forms. (c)
Ejection from the bottom of the plasma sheet. (d) Ejection from the top of the plasma sheet. (e) Downflow hits flows from plasma sheet and are
deflected. (f) Upflow from plasma sheet is deflected and joins the background upflow. (g) Another downward ejection from plasma sheet. (h)
Another upward ejection from plasma sheet. (j) a reduction of intensity in the region between the bi-directional ejections (g) and (h). Only the first
arrow of any set is marked. The dashed lines marked (i) and (ii) show the positions of the slit used for measuring the plasma sheet width and the
time-distance plot in Fig. 6, respectively. See online movie of this figure.
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Fig. 5. Intensity across the plasma sheet
in the (a) Mg ii band (averaged over
6 pixels) and (b) Si iv band (averaged
over 11 pixels). The position of the slit
used to make this diagram is shown as
the line marked (i) in Fig. 4. The dashed
line is a Gaussian distribution fitted to
the intensity.

marked (i) and (ii) in the figure are used to show the positions of
slits where the intensity is measured in Figs. 5 and 6.

Figure 5 shows the intensity along the slit (i) as shown in
Fig. 4 in both the Mg ii and Si iv bands. A Gaussian distribu-
tion (dashed line), which we use to estimate the width of the
sheet, has been fitted to the intensity, showing that the value of
the intensity is approximately 3.5 above the background of 15.5
in the Mg ii band and approximately 2.3 above the background of
4.7 for the Si iv band. The Full-Width-Half-Maximum of the dis-
tribution is approximately 0.66 arcsec (∼500 km) for both bands.
At this time, the length of the sheet is approximately 11.2 arcsec
(∼8300 km).

The events marked (c), (d), (e), (f), (g) and (h) in Fig. 4
are all ejections that start at the centre of the plasma sheet,
moving along the sheet in either direction interacting with the
background prominence flows. For four of the blobs the ejec-
tions are sufficiently isolated that a 2D Gaussian distribution

could be fitted to the Mg ii intensity. This allowed for the height
and width of the structures to be measured. These results are
shown in Table 1. We note that these measurements are taken
from one image per blob, and so they provide a characteristic
measurement of the blob size but do not describe any temporal
evolution.

The motion of some of the blobs appears to be deflected by
the background flow. Blobs (e) and (f) show this most clearly. It
is hard to remove projection effects from prominences, therefore
interaction between different flows provides important evidence
that dynamics are co-spatial.

Figure 6 is a time distance diagram made using the verti-
cal slit shown on the bottom panel of Fig. 4 marked (ii). The
dashed lines in this figure show the bi-directional outflow along
the plasma sheet. They are marked (f), (g) and (h) to match with
the blob motions in Fig. 4. The velocities found are 6 km s−1

for (f) and (h) and 10 km s−1 for (g). It is interesting but not
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Fig. 6. Time-distance diagram using running difference images. The
position of the slit used to make this diagram is shown as the line marked
(ii) in Fig. 4. The three dashed lines in this figure show the motions of
the moving blobs marked (f), (g) and (h) in Fig. 4 with velocities of 6 to
10 km s−1.

surprising that the fastest ejection is in the direction approxi-
mately parallel to gravity.

To summarise the observations of this dynamic event, firstly,
a long thin plasma sheet develops, and this sheet is ∼8000 km
long by ∼600 km wide. Then, in this plasma sheet blobs are
ejected in both directions along the length of the sheet. The
size of these blobs is ∼1000 km. The speed of these blobs in
the plane-of-sky is between 6 and 10 km s−1.

3.2. Observational analysis of event 2

Next we focus on event 2 shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 7 we show
the evolution from the possible formation of a plasma sheet, to
multiple plasma blobs ejected both (approximately speaking) in
the same direction and in the opposite direction to gravity. The
images in each panel of this figure are taken from the white box
in Fig. 3. As with the previous example, the arrows and lines are
used to highlight the important features. A simple description of
the temporal evolution is as follows. Firstly, there is a converg-
ing flow (see movie of Fig. 3). This leads to the development
of a thin sheet structure (b). From this sheet structure there are
multiple ejections in both directions (c, d, e, f, g, h, i j, k, l, m,
o, p, q, r, s, t, u). One downflow develops an oscillatory structure
(n) – see Sect. 4.2.2 for more details.

Figure 8 shows the evolution in time of the intensity along
the slit marked (b) in Fig. 7. In the brighter material on the right,
a number of flows towards the centre are clearly visible. In the
darker region on the left, there is at least one flow towards the
centre which can be discerned. Using the slopes of these lines
we find that these flows have speeds between 2 and 4 km s−1.

Following the motion of a number of blobs seen in Fig. 7,
we find that these blobs move with speeds in the range
10−16 km s−1. These are noticeably larger than the values found

Table 1. Parameters of 2D Gaussian fit to blobs.

Blob Mg ii intensity Width Height
(DN) (arcsec) (arcsec)

(c) 8.9 0.9 1.8
(d) 6.2 0.8 2.7
(f) 10.6 1.4 2.3
(h) 11.5 1.7 2.9

for event 1, which could either be as a result of projection effects,
or some differences in the physical conditions in the places the
blobs are ejected.

4. Theoretical interpretation of the mechanism by
which the blobs are formed and ejected

4.1. Highlighting the difference between these dyanmics
and previous observed flows

When the Hinode satellite was launched, the seeing-free sta-
ble observations revolutionised the study of prominence flows
as clear observations could be obtained for significant periods
of time. Polar crown prominences in particular were found to
be highly dynamic with many upflows and downflows observed.
Therefore it is sensible to explicitly clarify why these observa-
tions represent a class of flow previously unreported in promi-
nence observations.

The key distinction between observed dynamics presented
here and those previously reported is that these flow are
bi-directional ejections emitted from the same region (i.e., these
are not just upflows and downflows that pass each other at
some point). This has not been reported previously, and requires
an explanation using a physical process that naturally creates
bi-directional ejections. Magnetic reconnection does exactly
this. Here we explore the evidence for this mechanism to cre-
ate the blobs in the next section.

4.2. Interpretation as reconnection jets

In this section we present arguments as to why these observa-
tions are created as a result of magnetic reconnection. We look
at both events and make connections with reconnection theory to
see if we can understand how the observations can be interpreted
by magnetic reconnection.

For the first event, these dynamics bear all the hallmarks of
the formation of a current sheet (the long, thin structure marked
as (b) in Fig. 4) and the subsequent development of magnetic
reconnection in that current sheet. The key piece of evidence for
this is the existence of bi-directional ejections, a characteristic
of magnetic reconnection. In Fig. 4 as the ejections (g) and (h)
move away from each other, a low intensity region is formed
between them, which could be a sign of the rarefaction that is
expected in a reconnection region. Very similar processes can be
seen to occur in the second event.

As the magnetic field supporting the prominence material
is believed to be initially horizontal then for reconnection to
occur, a sufficient angle in the magnetic field would need to
be created to allow reconnection to occur. This implies that
the flows in the prominence have to have modified the mag-
netic field, driving the formation of a current sheet that then
reconnects. Though others have hypothesised that the dynam-
ics they observed in prominences were created by reconnection,
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Fig. 7. Multiple snapshots of the dynamic ejections. The white arrows marked (a) show the general direction of the approximately up-down
motions. The position of the slit used in Fig. 8 is marked (b). What appears to be the initial plasma sheet is highlighted using the two white lines
marked (c). A motion of some upwardly ejected blobs – (e), (f), (j), (k), (p), (r), (s) and (v) – and downwardly ejected blobs – (d), (g), (h), (i), (m),
(n), (t) and (u) – are marked with white and yellow horizontal arrows respectively. The region inside the blue boxes marked (o) is used in Fig. 9.
See online movie of this figure.

see Sect. 1, we believe these observations present the strongest
evidence of this process happening in quiescent prominences
so far.

As a first step to lay out the arguments for reconnection to
explain the dynamic motions, we can look at how the observed
dynamics might connect to magnetic field strengths. One of the
most basic components of reconnection theory is that the speed
of the reconnection jet is the Alfvén velocity. This would imply
that the Alfvén velocity associated with the anti-parallel com-
ponent of the magnetic field, that is the component that recon-
nects, is ≈8 km s−1 in the first case or ∼20 km s−1 in the second,
as given by the velocity of the ejections. This velocity is trans-
sonic, and as this measurement could be smaller than reality as

a result of projection effects, it can only be taken as a lower
limit for the velocity. Taking this speed as the Alfvén speed of
the reconnected field, and a characteristic prominence density of
10−13 g cm−3, we can estimate the strength of the reconnected
component of the magnetic field to be VA

√
4πρPROM ∼ 1 G. It is

important to note that this can only be taken as a lower bound for
the strength of the reconnected component of the magnetic field
because the velocities used to calculate it were only those of the
plane-of-sky flows.

In the second event, we have a measure of the speed of both
the fast jets being ejected as well as that of the material flowing
into the region. In magnetic reconnection, the ratio of the inflow
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Fig. 8. Intensity variation along the slit marked (b) in Fig. 7 with time.
The white-black dashed lines are used to highlight the motion of mate-
rial towards the plasma sheet (marked c in Fig. 7).

to the outflow gives a measure of the reconnection rate M. For
our observations we find this to be ∼0.13 to 0.2. Though this is
large, it is similar to the rate found in simulations of two-fluid
reconnection in a partially ionised plasma (Leake et al. 2012).

4.2.1. Current-sheet formation

The first example presents what we interpret to be a current
sheet has an aspect ratio (width over length) of approximately
0.07. If we assume that the current sheet is supported by mag-
netic diffusion and that the reconnection is laminar then the
Sweet-Parker reconnection scaling law would lead to an esti-
mate of the Lundquist number of 200. Ultimately, this still
seems highly unlikely as the expected Lundquist number (S )
is approximately, based on the expected Ohmic diffusivity esti-
mated for prominences, 6 orders of magnitude greater than our
estimate of 200. Obviously, the estimate of the Lundquist num-
ber given by the Sweet-Parker scaling can only be seen as a lower
limit due to projection effects, and requires the current sheet to
have reached a steady-state reconnection regime that is stable to
resistive instabilities. However, to match the Lundquist number
estimated from the observations with the value we would the-
oretically expect if the Sweet-Parker scaling was holding, this
would require the sheet structure to be only at an angle to the
line-of-sight of ∼1.2◦ meaning that it has a length of 415 000 km.
From these arguments, combined with the width of the sheet
being clearly resolved, it is much more likely that for the ini-
tial formation of this sheet it is a combination of gas and mag-
netic pressure that supports it. We can use this assumption to
make an attempt to estimate the background conditions in the
prominence.

Making the simplifying assumption of a purely horizontal
field, and if a shearflow creates a vertical, anti-parallel compo-
nent of the magnetic field, and using the value of 1 G for this field
as estimated earlier using the outflow velocity from event 1, it is

possible to make a simple estimate of the ambient field strength
of this prominence. If we take the intensity increase in the plasma
sheet structure to be only as a result of a density increase (and
setting the intensity to scale as ρ2) then through conservation of
mass the compression ratio CR can be determined with:

Isheet

Ibackground
=

(
ρsheet

ρbackground

)2

= CR2. (1)

The value of CR is determined to be between 1.1 (Mg ii band) to
1.2 (Si iv band). Even though we are using two different spectral
lines from two different temperature bands and with very dif-
ferent optical depths, the result is similar. This can be taken as
an indication that, as assumed in our estimate, the temperature
change is not of critical importance for determining the intensity
increase in this case. Obviously, a reason for any discrepancy in
the intensity fluctuations is likely to be a result of the difference
between optically thick Mg ii line and the optically thin Si iv
emission (we note that though this line can be considered opti-
cally thin in prominences, it is not always optically thin in the
solar atmosphere, Kerr et al. 2019).

By considering conservation of magnetic flux, this means the
field strength should increase by a factor of 1.1 to 1.2 as well.
Taking that the plasma β is likely to be less than 1 (see argu-
ments in introduction) even in this highly dynamic prominence
we can approximate the force balance required to stop the cur-
rent sheet collapse developing further to be purely from mag-
netic pressure. This results in the following equality for the force
balance between the magnetic field outside and inside the current
sheet:

(B + 1)2 = CR2B2, (2)

where the addition of 1 G on the left-hand side is to show the
increased magnetic field outside the current sheet as a result of
shearing motions (as discussed in the previous paragraph). Solv-
ing this quadratic leads to an estimate of the ambient prominence
magnetic field strength of between ∼4.5 G (from Si iv intensity)
to ∼9.2 G (from Mg ii intensity). We note that the smaller of
these two values is associated with a magnetic energy increase
that is equivalent of the kinetic energy of a flow at 25 km s−1

assuming a density of 10−13 g cm−3. Therefore, this is a solution
that is physically possible in a dynamic quiescent prominence
as the velocity difference between up and down-flows can easily
exceed 20 km s−1.

We note that this estimated compression should also be
associated with a temperature increase, though the difference
measured in CR for the two lines may suggest this is small.
For adiabatic compression, assuming an adiabatic index of
γ = 5/3, we would expect this increase to be by a factor
of up to 1.4. As the formation process of the sheet is taking
minutes, it is possible that the temperature increase via compres-
sion is in part being balanced by radiative losses. Our assump-
tion that the change in intensity is only related to the density
may be leading to an over estimation of the compression ratio,
which in turn leads to a systematic underestimation of the promi-
nence magnetic field. But it is worth noting that as the value we
estimate is highly consistent with many inferred field strengths
from spectro-polametric observations (e.g. Leroy 1989; López
Ariste et al. 2006; Casini et al. 2009; Schmieder et al. 2013;
Orozco Suárez et al. 2014; Levens et al. 2016), it shows that the
plasma sheet we observed could easily be a current sheet that
forms with support by an internal magnetic field.
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4.2.2. Blob formation by reconnection

Now we turn our attention to the blobs that are ejected along
the current sheet. There are three possible explanations for the
formation of blobs: (1) they are the signature of magnetic islands
formed in the current sheet and then ejected, (2) they are slow
mode MHD shocks created by a time-dependent reconnection
process or (3) they are created by fluid instabilities.

Reconnecting current sheets are susceptible to the formation
of magnetic islands (e.g. Huang & Bhattacharjee 2010; Leake
et al. 2012; Pucci & Velli 2014). It has been shown that once a
reconnecting current sheet develops an aspect ratio of approxi-
mately 1/200 (Huang & Bhattacharjee 2010) it becomes unsta-
ble to the formation of plasmoids. This ratio was also found
to hold for two-fluid simulations of a partially ionised plasma
(Leake et al. 2012), which is important to consider as the promi-
nence consists of predominantly neutral material. In dynam-
ically evolving reconnection, the current sheet will thin, and
plasmoids will begin to form once the aspect ratio is large
enough (Pucci & Velli 2014), estimated for systems with large
S to be a ratio that scales as S −1/3, meaning the current sheet
does not have to shrink to the Sweet-Parker aspect ratio, given
by S −1/2, for plasmoids to form. As shown in Sect. 4.2.1, initially
the current sheet has a much larger ratio than the expected Sweet-
Parker ratio, and even for the theory of Pucci & Velli (2014)
an aspect ratio of 0.07 is consistent with a Lundquist number
of ∼3000, which is again much smaller than predicted for the
prominence. However, during the reconnection process the cur-
rent sheet is likely to thin further making plasmoid formation
possible. It should be noted that the arguments of Pucci & Velli
(2014) can be physically understood as requiring that there is
sufficient time for a plasmoid to grow due to the linear instabil-
ity before it is ejected from the current sheet. If this happens,
it could lead to the development of fractal reconnection in the
partially ionised prominence plasma (Singh et al. 2015).

The most unstable of the tearing modes grows with a
timescale of τtearing ∼

√
τdiffusionτAlfven where τdiffusion and τAlfven

are the diffusion and Alfvén times respectively (both of which
are calculated from the thickness of the current sheet). This
gives an estimate of τtearing = 108 s for the initial thickness of
the plasma sheet. This is significantly longer than the advection
time of 104 km/10 km s−1 ≈ 103 s therefore it is unlikely that the
instability can grow (Furth et al. 1963; Steinolfson & van Hoven
1984; Tajima & Shibata 2002). This instability would be asso-
ciated with forming plasmoids of size (e.g. Tajima & Shibata
2002):

λ = 2πWS 1/4 ∼ 4 × 104 km (3)

where W is the width of the current sheet and taking a Lundquist
number of S = 108. From Table 1 the blob size is roughly equiv-
alent to ∼1.5 to 2 × 103 km. Therefore the predicted plasmoid
size is both significantly greater than the observed blob size, and
even greater than the length of the initial plasma sheet observed
in event 1. To create plasmoids around this size, this would imply
the current sheet would have to thin by at least a factor of 20.
If the sheet was able to thin this much then the aspect ratio
would become small enough to match the cut-off plasmoid for-
mation (e.g. Huang & Bhattacharjee 2010; Leake et al. 2012).
Ultimately, these results suggest that the tearing instability is not
possible in the initial plasma sheet observed in event 1, but the
evolution of reconnection means that this cannot be discounted
as a mechanism to create the blobs.

In the arguments we have presented above, we have been
purely considering the case where no magnetic field traverses the

current sheet, however, in a prominence if the field is sheared by
flows it is likely to be the case that such a component of the
magnetic field exists. Nishikawa & Sakai (1982) showed that
the growth rate for the resistive tearing instability is reduced
where there is a component of the magnetic field across the cur-
rent sheet, with the growth rate becoming comparable to the dif-
fusion time if this component of the field reaches 10% of the
ambient field strength. This would imply that such field configu-
rations would not be favourable for explaining the reconnection
observed, though they found that non-linear driving of the insta-
bility may be able to overcome this problem (Sakai & Nishikawa
1983). One way to reduce the stabilising effect of a transverse
field comes from the neutrals that make up the bulk of the promi-
nence material (Hillier et al. 2010).

Another possible explanation of these blobs is that they are
the signatures of shocks in the current sheet. In a shock the
compression of the fluid would result in an increase in both
density and temperature (and with this ionisation state), which
would change the intensity possibly explaining why a blob has a
higher intensity. Hillier et al. (2012b) showed how reconnection
in dynamically forming current sheets in a prominence model
resulted in downwardly propagating slow-mode MHD shocks,
visible as high-density regions of characteristic width ∼1000 km,
very consistent with the observed blob size.

Reconnection shocks can be associated with plasmoids
(though not necessarily created by the tearing mode) created as
the reconnection jet pushes through a slower moving medium
(Zenitani 2015). If reconnection is time dependent as a result of
a variable inflow (as would be suggested by the range of flows
moving towards the plasma sheet shown in Fig. 8) then this
could result in blob formation through shocks created as these
regions push through the ambient medium and increase the den-
sity and temperature, and with that likely the emission, of the
shocked region. The particular nature of the transition inside the
shock would be highly influenced by the neutral component of
the prominence fluid as shown by the studies by Hillier et al.
(2016) and Snow & Hillier (2019).

The other potential explanation for the formation of the
blobs as a result of ejection by reconnection is the jet becom-
ing unstable to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. Figure 9 shows
the zoomed images of the Mg ii intensity taken from the blue
boxes in Fig. 7. Here we can see a section of the downward
propagating jet in event 2. This jet, originally straight, becomes
kinked as the jet moves through the background material. As
shown in Hillier & Polito (2018) this is the expected when the
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability develops on a jet-like flow in a
prominence.

A key aspect of the development of the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability in prominence flows was found to be the aspect ratio
by Hillier & Polito (2018). Using the data from the third panel of
Fig. 9 we can see that the width (measured from the full-width at
half maximum of the intensity) of the flow is ∼0.75 × 103 km
and wavelength of the undulation is ∼2.7 × 103 km. This is
an aspect ratio of ∼3.6, which is very close to the theoreti-
cally expected aspect ratio of 3.5 for the Bickley jet (Drazin &
Reid 1981), which is a flow of similar profile to the one under
study, and consistent with the values found observationally by
Hillier & Polito (2018). This gives confirmation to our hypoth-
esis that this undulation is created by the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability.

One aspect of this observed feature that is not consistent with
the general image of the Kelvin-Helmholtz is the lack of the
undulations growing to become overturning vortices. This can
be understood from the work of Hillier (2019) where their Fig. 2
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Fig. 9. Zoom of the region shown in the blue box in Fig. 7. As this blob moves downward it is found that it develops an undular structure.

shows a simulation of a KHi unstable MHD flow, but in this sit-
uation it is the magnetic field not the fluid flow that results in
the non-linear saturation. In this case overturning vortices are
not formed by the instability, and it would only be propagating
undulations, similar to what can be seen in Fig. 9, which can be
observed.

In this section we have looked at three possible explanations
for the blob formation: tearing-mode instabilities, shocks and the
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. We are able to rule out the latter
as the creator of the blobs as the timescale for the instability
to develop is clearly longer than the blob formation timescale.
However, evidence that the flowing blobs can become Kelvin-
Helmholtz unstable was found in the same observation. For the
other two mechanisms, both are possible, and may be working in
tandem with each other (e.g. Shibayama et al. 2015; Zhao et al.
2019).

5. Summary and discussion

In this paper we have analysed a prominence observed using the
IRIS slitjaw imager in the Mg ii and Si iv broadband filters on 30
June 2015. Using these observations we investigated the devel-
opment of a plasma sheet in which bright blobs formed and were
then ejected in both directions along that sheet. We interpreted
this event as magnetic reconnection, where the plasma sheet is a
current sheet and the blobs ejected are signatures of the recon-
nection jet. This event is particularly exciting as the represent the
first example of these dynamics discovered in prominences.

Using these observed dynamics, and their interpretation, it
was possible to give estimates of the field strength of both
the prominence and the fluctuating component of the magnetic
field. From the observed ejection velocity and a characteristic
prominence density, we estimate the reconnected component of
the magnetic field to be ∼1 G. Then applying conservation of
mass and magnetic flux in conjunction with the formulation
of a force balance inside and outside of the plasma sheet, then
the ambient prominence magnetic field is estimated to fall in
the range of 4.5 G−9.2 G. This magnitude of mean prominence
magnetic field combined with a relatively significant turbulent
component is consistent with spectro-polarimetric measure-
ments of the magnetic field in a different prominence by
Schmieder et al. (2014).

The observations presented in Hillier & Polito (2018) show
a shearflow instability developing in the same region of this

prominence about one-hour later. For this instability to develop,
the magnetic field strength in the plane-of-sky has to give an
Alfvén speed that is at least as small as 10 km s−1, but likely to
be smaller. This puts an approximate upper limit on the turbu-
lent field for that case of ∼1 G, which highlights that the values
estimated in this paper connect to those estimated through other
methods for the same prominence. By applying the reconnection
models of plasmoid formation and slow-mode MHD shocks, we
found that both could explain aspects of the observed ejected
blobs but there was insufficient information to determine a prime
candidate.

Due to the complexity of the observed dynamics, one sim-
ple conclusion that can be made from these observations is that
the flows cannot be just simple flows aligned with the magnetic
field, but there are flows in prominences with strong components
perpendicular to the field that are able to stretch and fold the
magnetic field to some extent. As such it is necessary to
acknowledge that to stretch the magnetic field in the observed
way, these flows have to possess non-negligible kinetic energy
when compared to the magnetic energy. From this we can say
that not only magnetic forces, but also the forces driving the
flows, for example buoyancy forces, are both important in quies-
cent prominence dynamics and for determining the local struc-
ture of the magnetic field.

As with the discovery of prominence plumes (e.g. Berger
et al. 2008), it is likely that now these features have been pre-
sented many other examples will soon be discovered. We will
look for more observations of these phenomena with the aim of
capturing them with the spectrograph, so we are able to under-
stand the 3D velocity field, provide a more detailed analysis of
the current sheet structure, and potentially investigate heating
driven by these dynamics.
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